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I am a quadrillionarire chapter 2073-David watched Azul carefully. 

He seemed to be considering the authenticity of the other party’s words. 

Meanwhile, Azul was overjoyed when he saw that David did not refuse immediately. 

‘I still have a chancel’ 

Thus, he could not hold himself back from saying, “Plus, I have been sleeping in Star 
Kingdom for millions of years. No matter how you look at this, this is the place that gave 
me a second life. So, of course, I don’t want to destroy this place.” 

“Are you telling the truth?” David asked aloud. 

“Of course! As a direct descendant of the Feather family, I, Azul Feather, am a man of 
my word.” Azul looked proud. 

David did not speak. 

The scene was quiet for a while. 

After about tens of seconds, he agreed, “Okay! I hope you can keep your promise. I will 
return the Ice Soul Excalibur to you and then you will leave with your people. From then 
on, we will disappear from each other’s lives.” 

Although David felt that the other party would most likely not repent, he decided to take 
a gamble. 

If Azul got the Ice Soul Excalibur and went against his words, then he should not blame 
David for punishing him. 

According to David’s observation, it was unlikely that this Azul was a Pre-Deity. 

At most, he was only a partial Pre-Deity. 

Therefore, David had nothing to fear. 

David was willing to gamble his kindness this one time. 

A peaceful solution for everyone would be the best result. 

If successful, everyone would be happy. 



If David was wrong, then the opponents should not blame him for revealing his full 
strength, giving up everything, and killing everyone present. 

Even if it would offend the Feather family, David would not hesitate to do this. 

“Deal!” The corners of Azul’s mouth rose, and a smile appeared. 

‘That’s good! I’ve already notified my master and he will come over soon. Wait a 
moment,” David said. 

“Of course!” Azul replied with a smile. 

Azul was in a good mood since he was able to get back the Ice Soul Excalibur without 
any difficulties. 

If he lost the Ice Soul Excalibur, it would be pretty hard to explain to his family. 

It had been so many years, so it would not be good to give the family a bad impression 
right after returning home. 

“David,” Lorraine suddenly whispered. 

David looked down at her. 

Lorraine shook her head slightly. 

Obviously, she also felt that this man was not very reliable. 

The four sisters established the Iridescent Sect and cultivated special physiques as 
sacrifices all because they received the order from Azul. 

It seemed that Azul was also selfish. 

In order to wake him up, so many lives were sacrificed. 

David understood what Lorraine meant. 

However, he did not speak, but instead gave the other party a reassuring look to tell her 
that he knew and not to worry. 

Lorraine calmed down instantly when she saw David’s eyes. 

She did not know the reason why she was so calm. 

David came to Star Kingdom with her. While Lorraine was promoted to Saint Realm 
relying on her four teachers to pay a huge price to perform forbidden techniques, David 



did not have anyone to perform any forbidden techniques for him, so he should not be 
so powerful. 

Even so, she believed him in her heart. 

This man seemed to have a power that could convince others. 

‘Right, if he doesn’t, how could he get Celeste, an independent woman, to be with him 
in such a short time?’ 

“May I know what your name is?” Azul asked suddenly. 

“My name is David Udell,” David answered. 

“David, you’ve never stepped foot out of Star Kingdom, right?” 

David shook his head and answered, “No.” 

“You’re pretty good. You’ve never left Star Kingdom, but you’re the first one who is so 
calm in front of me. My name is Azul Feather.” Azul introduced himself and gave a 
thumbs- up to David. 

‘You speak too highly of me, Azul. Can you tell me more about your hometown?” 

“Sure, since we’re free now, I should just tell you.” 

Then, Azul started to talk about his hometown. 

He was from a level 9 civilization called Leila. 
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